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ABSTRACT

Introduction: The aim of this report is to present a severe case of phenytoin (PHT)-induced gingival hyperplasia in a Saudi patient.

Materials and methods: A 12-year-old male epileptic patient, undergoing PHT therapy, was diagnosed clinically with severe gingival hyperplasia. His treatment consisted meticulous oral care and weekly professional prophylaxis. The patient was advised oral folic acid supplementation (0.5 mg/day) and was also recommended 0.2% chlorhexidine gluconate mouthwash twice daily.

Results: There was significant reduction in the hyperplastic tissue within 4 weeks of treatment.

Conclusion: It is possible to treat PHT-induced gingival hyperplasia non-surgically with intensive dental care, correct oral hygiene and oral folic acid supplements.
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INTRODUCTION

Epilepsy is a neurological disorder characterized by sudden, recurrent and transient disturbances of mental function or movements of the body that result from excessive discharging of group of brain cells. The disease is characterized by a group of symptom complexes, of which some are static and some are progressive. The most common manifestations are partial or complete loss of consciousness, localized or generalized muscular spasms or jerks or apparently purposeful behavior performed while awareness is depressed. Among the many social and systemic challenges patients with epilepsy face is the deterioration of their oral health. In patients taking phenytoin (PHT), gingival fibroblasts proliferate, causing tissue overgrowth and gingival hyperplasia.

The drugs which have been reported to produce gingival hyperplasia can be categorized as follows: anti-epileptics, calcium channel blockers and immune-suppressants. Though many medications and combinations of medications are available for the controlling epilepsy, but PHT continues to be a very effective treatment for most of the patients. Phenytoin is one of the most widely used antiepileptic drug in the treatment of epilepsy. It has got several side effects like skeletal, endocrine, immunological and connective tissue disturbances. Of these, gingival overgrowth is characterized by an increased amount of non-collagenous extracellular matrix, associated with gingival inflammation. The most common side effect of this drug is the development of moderate to severe gingival hyperplasia in tooth-bearing areas, which can contribute to problems of function, oral hygiene, appearance, and, eventually, loss of teeth.

Poppell et al studied the effect of folic acid on PHT induced gingival overgrowth following gingivectomy. He concluded that the treatment group had significantly higher red blood cell folic acid levels. Brown et al studied the effect of administration of folic acid to institutionalized epileptic adults with PHT induced gingival hyperplasia. But, he found that there was no significant difference between the treatment groups and concluded that a single daily dose of 3 mg capsule of folic acid did...
not show efficacy as the sole therapeutic agent in the reduction of PHT-induced gingival hyperplasia.⁸

CASE REPORT

A 12-year-old Saudi male reported to the outpatient ward of the Dental Service Department of National Guard Health Affairs, Saudi Arabia, with a chief complaint of swelling of gums and unesthetic appearance of mouth. The patient had a positive history for epilepsy and was under antiepileptic therapy for the past 5 years. On initial clinical examination, it was observed that the patient had drug-induced gingival hyperplasia due to antiepileptic medication but had no other side effects. Patient had poor oral hygiene and reported frequent bleeding while brushing. Gingival hyperplasia was more prominent labially, and buccally than lingually. Also the mandibular gingiva were more hyperplastic than the maxilla (Fig. 1). The patient was briefed on the clinical situation and treatment options. Patient consent was obtained to proceed with the treatment approach.

TREATMENT

Due to the poor oral hygiene status of the patient, he was advised meticulous oral care and weekly professional prophylaxis. The patient was advised oral folic acid supplementation (0.5 mg/day) and was also recommended 0.2% chlorhexidine gluconate mouthwash twice daily. Oral hygiene instructions and dietary advice were provided to the patient. Professional prophylaxis was repeated the following week. The gingival hyperplasia had reduced significantly in the following week. This was especially evident in the labial gingiva of the mandible. Treatment was completed over a period of 4 weeks and a good esthetic result was achieved. As the gingival hyperplasia had regressed significantly, further gingival surgery was not considered.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

After numerous studies of the incidence of gingival hyperplasia in different populations treated with PHT,⁹¹¹ it is widely accepted that patients treated with PHT may experience gingival hyperplasia. One of the earliest reports of gingival hyperplasia to be a side effect of antiepileptic therapy with PHT was described by Kimball in 1939.¹² A number of investigators have examined the direct effect of PHT and its metabolites on gingival connective tissue but the mechanism by which the drug brings about gingival hyperplasia remains obscure.

Many theories have been suggested to explain the pathogenesis of PHT induced gingival overgrowth. In the gingival connective tissue different subpopulations of fibroblasts, some of which are capable of high protein and collagen synthesis (high activity fibroblasts), and others capable of low protein synthesis (low activity fibroblasts). The proportions of high to low activity fibroblasts are genetically determined. High activity fibroblasts in presence of certain predisposing factors become sensitive to PHT and there is a subsequent increase in collagen production. Another theory is based on the correlation of gingival hyperplasia to salivary and gingival tissue level of phenytoin. Phenytoin can accumulate selectively in dental plaque resulting in high concentration of the drug near the disrupted epithelium. An immunologic basis for PHT induced gingival overgrowth has been proposed, since a significantly lower concentration of salivary IgA has been found in patients taking PHT. It has been suggested that PHT induces degranulation of mast cells and liberation of substances that capable of increased cell reproduction and collagen formation. The occurrence of PHT induced gingival overgrowth can be related to the effect of PHT on the metabolism of steroid hormones, increases in their level may be correlated to these hyperplastic changes.

In this case, the patient was advised oral folic acid supplements. Folic acid deficiency is known to occur along with PHT induced gingival hyperplasia.⁷ Deficiencies of folic acid precipitated by PHT therapy have been reported to be avoidable with the administration of oral folic acid.¹³ Also, it has been reported that the plasma levels of PHT decreased significantly when folic acid was administered.¹⁴ The proposed mechanisms of PHT induced folic acid depletion include inhibition of the enzyme folate conjugase, PHT induced impairment of folic acid transport into the tissues, malabsorption of the vitamin from the intestinal lumen due to the alkaline pH produced by the drug, depletion of folic acid via enhanced metabolic process resulting from PHT-induced liver enzyme activity or by displacement of the vitamin from...
its carrier protein. These interactions may result from the similarity in chemical configuration of the both PHT and folic acid.

The treatment mainly consisted of thorough professional prophylaxis followed by reinforcing to the patient the importance of regular brushing and mouth rinse. Although no significant relationship has been established between the gingival hyperplasia and the amount of local irritants, some investigators suggested that good oral hygiene is important in controlling the drug induced gingival proliferation. The nature of the relationship between plaque and the expression of gingival hyperplasia is unclear, and, controversy exists as to whether plaque accumulation is the cause of the gingival changes or the consequence of it. The primary aim of non surgical approaches is to reduce the inflammatory component in the gingival tissues and, thereby avoid the need for surgery. By intensive dental care, correct mouth hygiene and by change of treatment of carbamazepine it is possible to prevent gingival hyperplasia from PHT treatment. The known effectiveness of 0.2% chlorhexidine gluconate mouthwash in preventing plaque formation, prompted us to advise regular use for the current patient.

The observations of the present study suggest the possibility of effectively treating PHT induced gingival hyperplasia using a nonsurgical approach. However, it should be emphasized here that this was a case report and, therefore, the findings should be interpreted with caution. It is recommended that further studies should be undertaken to provide more valuable data on this topic.
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